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Intratumoral hu14.18–IL-2 (IC) Induces Local and Systemic
Antitumor Effects That Involve Both Activated T and NK
Cells As Well As Enhanced IC Retention
Richard K. Yang,*,1 Nicholas A. Kalogriopoulos,*,1 Alexander L. Rakhmilevich,*,†
Erik A. Ranheim,†,‡ Songwon Seo,†,x KyungMann Kim,†,x Kory L. Alderson,* Jacek Gan,*
Ralph A. Reisfeld,{ Stephen D. Gillies,‖ Jacquelyn A. Hank,*,† and Paul M. Sondel*,†,#

I

mmunocytokines are synthetic fusion proteins that consist
of tumor-specific mAbs linked to an immune-stimulating cytokine. hu14.18–IL-2 (IC), originally created and described
by Gillies et al. (1), is an immunocytokine consisting of human
IL-2 linked to each IgG H chain of the hu14.18 mAb, which
recognizes the GD2 disialoganglioside present on tumors of neuroectodermal origin (i.e., neuroblastoma, melanoma) (1). Immunocytokines are capable of augmenting significant antitumor effects
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in murine models by targeting the therapy to the tumor and stimulating the immune system to selectively destroy the cancer cells.
In a syngeneic A/J murine model of neuroblastoma, the i.v. administration of the anti-GD2 ch14.18–IL-2 fusion protein induced
a cell-mediated antitumor response that eradicated established
bone marrow and liver metastases more efficiently than did equivalent mixtures of Ab and recombinant human IL-2 (2). The effector
mechanism involved was shown to be exclusively dependent on
NK cells (3). In a syngeneic BALB/c model, the huKS1/4–IL-2
immunocytokine, a humanized Ab against epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) linked to IL-2, was used to elicit a
T cell-mediated eradication of established pulmonary and hepatic CT26-KSA murine colon carcinoma metastases (4). Again,
mixtures of mAb huKS1/4 with recombinant human IL-2 were
less effective and only partially reduced tumor load (4). In a human melanoma (A375GFP) xenograft murine model, the immunocytokine scFvMEL/TNF, a fusion of human TNF and an Ab
single-chain variant fragment (scFv) against the melanoma gp240
Ag (scFvMEL), targets melanoma cells in vivo and results in
pronounced antitumor effects after systemic administration (5).
Clinical trials involving predecessors to the immunocytokine
IC to treat GD2+ tumors, such as neuroblastoma, have shown
progress in recent years. A recent phase 3 trial using a chimeric
anti-GD2 mAb (ch14.18) in combination with IL-2, GM-CSF,
and 13-cisretinoic acid showed an increase (66 versus 46%) in
event-free survival in pediatric neuroblastoma patients over the
previous standard-of-care maintenance therapy, 13-cisretinoic acid
(6). IC itself has also shown clinical activity in children with
recurrent, refractory neuroblastoma. A phase I clinical trial sponsored by the Children’s Oncology Group and using IC as a treatment for children with refractory or recurrent neuroblastoma
showed immune activation as evidenced by elevated serum levels
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hu14.18–IL-2 (IC) is an immunocytokine consisting of human IL-2 linked to hu14.18 mAb, which recognizes the GD2 disialoganglioside. Phase 2 clinical trials of i.v. hu14.18–IL-2 (i.v.-IC) in neuroblastoma and melanoma are underway and have already demonstrated activity in neuroblastoma. We showed previously that intratumoral hu14.18–IL-2 (IT-IC) results in enhanced antitumor
activity in mouse models compared with i.v.-IC. The studies presented in this article were designed to determine the mechanisms
involved in this enhanced activity and to support the future clinical testing of intratumoral administration of immunocytokines.
Improved survival and inhibition of growth of both local and distant tumors were observed in A/J mice bearing s.c. NXS2 neuroblastomas treated with IT-IC compared with those treated with i.v.-IC or control mice. The local and systemic antitumor effects of
IT-IC were inhibited by depletion of NK cells or T cells. IT-IC resulted in increased NKG2D receptors on intratumoral NKG2A/C/E+
NKp46+ NK cells and NKG2A/C/E+ CD8+ T cells compared with control mice or mice treated with i.v.-IC. NKG2D levels were
augmented more in tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes compared with splenocytes, supporting the localized nature of the intratumoral
changes induced by IT-IC treatment. Prolonged retention of IC at the tumor site was seen with IT-IC compared with i.v.-IC.
Overall, IT-IC resulted in increased numbers of activated T and NK cells within tumors, better IC retention in the tumor, enhanced
inhibition of tumor growth, and improved survival compared with i.v.-IC. The Journal of Immunology, 2012, 189: 2656–2664.
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thereby, enhancing the antitumor response. We developed methods
to evaluate these hypotheses in tumor-bearing mice and demonstrate prolonged IC retention at tumor and augmented numbers of
activated T and NK cells in tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs).
To model patterns of infiltrating leukocytes in tumors of patients
receiving IC in clinical trials, we developed a histological method
in a preclinical mouse model to identify and quantify these infiltrating immune cells. Additionally, we used multicolor flow cytometry
to quantify the expression of the killing ligand NKG2D on NK cells
and CTLs, as well as to analyze the profile of IC and TILs at the
tumor site following IT versus i.v. delivery of IC.

Materials and Methods
Mice
We obtained 7–8-wk-old female A/J mice from The Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME). All mice were housed in university-approved facilities
and were handled according to National Institutes of Health and University
of Wisconsin-Madison Research Animal Resource Center guidelines.

Cell lines
NXS2 is a moderately immunogenic, highly metastatic, murine neuroblastoma hybrid cell line that was created as previously described (2).
Briefly, hybridization of the GD22 C1300 murine neuroblastoma cell line
(A/J background) with murine dorsal root ganglional cells from C57BL/6J
mice was used to create the murine NX31T28 cell line. The NXS2 subline
was generated by the selection of NX31T28 cells with high GD2 expression. NXS2 cells are of A/J background, that is, H2Kk positive/H2Kb
negative MHC class I haplotype (2). The murine NXS2 cell line was grown
in DMEM (Mediatech, Herndon, VA) supplemented with penicillin (100
U/ml), streptomycin (100 mg/ml), L-glutamine (2 mM; Life Technologies,
Grand Island, NY), and 10% heat-inactivated FCS (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
Cells were maintained at 37˚C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere.

ICs and immunotherapy
Humanized IC (APN301; Apeiron Biologics, Vienna, Austria) was supplied
by the National Cancer Institute Biologics Resources Branch (Frederick,
MD) via a collaborative relationship with Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). IC is an immunocytokine consisting of intact human IL-2 genetically
linked to the C-termini of each human IgG1 H chain of the hu14.18 mAb (1).
The humanized huKS–IL-2 immunocytokine (EMD273066) was generated
and provided by EMD-Lexigen Research Center (Billerica, MA).

Tumor models
Well-established tumor model. A/J mice were injected s.c. with 2 3 106
cells of NXS2 murine neuroblastoma in 100 ml PBS in the lower right
quadrant of the abdomen. Tumors were allowed to grow until the average
volume was 30–150 mm3 (volume measured with mechanical calipers =
width 3 width 3 length/2); normally, this required 14–18 d. Mice were then
randomized into appropriate treatment groups and received 50 mg IC treatment
daily for three consecutive days (either i.v. or IT). Mice were given i.v.-IC
by tail vein injection in 100 ml PBS. IT injections consisted of IC in 100 ml
PBS, delivered into the s.c. tumor with a 30-gauge needle. Control treatments
consisted of an equivalent volume of PBS administered by IT injection.
Early established two-tumor model. A/J mice were injected s.c. with 2 3
106 cells of NXS2 murine neuroblastoma in 100 ml PBS on day 0 in the
lower right quadrant of the abdomen to establish an initial (primary) tumor.
After 4 d, mice were injected again s.c. with 2 3 106 cells of NXS2 murine
neuroblastoma in 100 ml PBS in the lower left quadrant of the abdomen to
establish a second (distant) tumor. Mice were randomized on day 4 (immediately prior to depletion Ab injections and second tumor implantation)
into appropriate treatment groups and received 15 mg IC treatment daily
for five consecutive days (days 7–11). Mice were given i.v.-IC by tail vein
injection in 100 ml PBS. IT injections consisted of IC in 100 ml PBS placed
into the primary tumor with a needle. IT treatment was only provided to
the primary (local) tumor. Control treatments consisted of an equivalent
volume of PBS administered by i.v. or IT injection. Tumor volumes of the
initial (local) and secondary (distant) tumors were measured using mechanical calipers (volume = width 3 width 3 length/2).

End points for progressive tumor growth
The end point of all tumor growth and survival studies was death of the
animal or excessive tumor burden, as determined by both tumor size (15 mm
in any direction) and the condition and behavior of the animal. These criteria
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of soluble IL-2Ra and lymphocytosis (7). The maximal tolerated
dose was 12 mg/m2/d when administered i.v. over 4 h for three
consecutive days. This study showed that IC could be administered safely in pediatric patients at doses that induce immune
activation. Subsequently, a phase II study through the Children’s
Oncology Group showed that recurrent neuroblastoma patients
with nonbulky disease (evaluable only by sensitive [123I]-metaiodobenzylguanidine scintigraphy or bone marrow histology)
treated with IC i.v. at 12 mg/m2/d for 3 d every 4 wk had a
21.7% (5 of 23) complete response rate (8). These five patients
had complete response status lasting 9, 13, 20, 30, and 35+
months. In contrast, patients with bulky disease (measurable by
standard radiographic criteria) showed 0 of 13 responses. This
study showed that IC warrants further testing in children with
nonbulky high-risk neuroblastoma.
IC was also tested in adult melanoma patients. A phase I clinical
trial of IC in patients with metastatic melanoma showed immune
activation as measured by lymphocytosis, increased peripheral blood
NK activity, and increased serum levels of the soluble IL-2Ra with
reversible clinical toxicities at a maximum tolerated dose of 7.5 mg/
m2/d (9). In addition, 8 of 33 (24%) patients had stable disease after
two courses of therapy. A separate phase I/II study of IC in patients
with stage IV unresectable, cutaneous metastatic melanoma showed
systemic immune activation as demonstrated by increases in serum
levels of soluble IL-2R, IL-10, and neopterin, as well as increased
tumor infiltration by T cells in postdosing biopsies (10). Stable
disease was seen in two of nine (22%) patients treated with 4 mg/
m2/d of IC given as a 4-h i.v. infusion on three consecutive days
every 4 wk. These two patients had stable disease status after
courses 2 or 4, which progressed 4 mo later.
Localized versus systemic administration of immunocytokines
was tested directly in tumor-bearing mice and showed an advantage
for intratumoral (IT) administration of immunocytokines over i.v.
administration. In an SCID mouse model using human melanoma
xenografts and infused human PBLs, the therapeutic effects of
immunocytokines consisting of an anti-EGFR mAb linked to IL-2
fusion protein or to TNF showed improved antitumor effects when
administered IT compared with i.v. (11). IT injection of intact
immunocytokine resulted in a survival advantage compared with
IT injection of the mAb and IL-2 as separate IT injections. Survival time was prolonged by the IT application of fusion protein.
In mice bearing s.c. Lewis lung carcinomas transfected with
EpCAM, IT injection of huKS–IL-12/IL-2 (huKS1/4 mAb linked
to a cytokine combination of IL-2 and IL-12) resulted in complete
resolution of tumor (12). In an s.c. GD2+ NXS2 neuroblastoma
mouse model, intratumoral hu14.18–IL-2 (IT-IC) treatment resulted
in a greater antitumor response compared with i.v. hu14.18–IL2 (i.v.-IC) injection. This response was Ag specific, dose dependent, and greater than IT injection of IL-2 alone (13). The
increased activity of IT-IC compared with i.v.-IC in NXS2
tumors was seen even in the absence of T cells (13). Clinical
administration of IT IL-2 in melanoma patients showed local
antitumor effects (14, 15). Because these clinical studies show
local benefit of IT IL-2 in melanoma patients, and these preclinical studies show that IT-IC is more effective than IT IL-2 in
tumor-bearing mice, clinical testing of IT-IC in melanoma patients
with measureable disease appears to be warranted.
The mechanisms involved in improved antitumor effects seen
with IT-IC administration are not clear. To evaluate the antitumor
mechanisms of IT-IC and focus on the degree of leukocyte infiltration,
we evaluated the effects of IT-IC in A/J mice bearing established GD2+
NXS2 neuroblastoma. We hypothesize that IT-IC administration
results in increased and sustained levels of IC in the tumor, augmenting infiltration of immune effector cells into the tumor and,
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are provided in the University of Wisconsin-Madison Research Animal
Resource Center guidelines. The decision to euthanize an animal was made
by an independent observer without regard for treatment group.

Cell-depletion regimens
Local and distant tumors were induced according to the early established
tumor model. To deplete NK cells, mice were injected i.p. with 1.6 mg antiasialo GM1 Ab (Wako Chemicals, Richmond, VA) or 1.6 mg rabbit IgG
isotype control (Sigma) in a total volume of 200 ml PBS on days 4, 9, and
16. To deplete T cells, mice were injected i.p. with mixtures of anti-CD4
and anti-CD8 mAbs (250 mg of each) or 500 mg rat IgG (Sigma) isotype
control in a total volume of 200 ml PBS on days 4, 9, and 16. Mice received five daily IT injections (days 7–11) of 15 mg IC to the primary tumor
in a volume of 50 ml PBS or 50 ml control PBS. Tumor volumes were
measured using mechanical calipers.

IC-retention experiments

Histology experiments and immunohistochemistry
Mice treated according to the well-established tumor model were sacrificed
48 h after treatment completion, and their tumors were resected for histology. The tumors were embedded in OCT, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stained. Briefly, frozen sections were cut onto slides using a cryostat,
fixed in cold acetone, and dried. After rehydration, sections were blocked
with 5% rabbit serum (Sigma) for 25 min, washed, and incubated with
optimally titered mAb (rat anti-mouse CD45 [clone 30-F11], CD3 [clone
17A2], CD4 [clone GK1.5], CD8 [clone 53-6.7], F4/80 [clone BM8], and
NKG2A/C/E [clone 20d5; all from eBioscience]) overnight in 1% rabbit
serum. Following a wash, a biotinylated rabbit anti-rat secondary Ab was
applied for 90 min, followed by an avidin-biotin complex (ABC kit; Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Slides were developed with DAB (Vector
Laboratories) for 4.5 min, counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin
(Sigma) for 90 s, washed in running tap water for 5 min, and mounted.

Quantitation of immunohistochemistry
A histological method was developed to identify and quantify leukocyte
infiltration patterns in these IT-IC–treated tumors. Digital pictures of the
stained sections were taken at low magnification (310), and quantitative
analysis was performed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of
Health). The digital photographs were placed on reproducible grids, and
five representative areas of the same size within each frozen section were
chosen. These five subsamples were inspected visually so that positive and
negative cells could be manually counted within each subsample. Analogous grids and subsamples of the same size were obtained for each individual frozen section specimen being analyzed. This manual counting was
done, using a blinded system, by two individuals. These results were confirmed by a board-certified hematopathologist who assessed the methods
and analyses (E.A.R.). Percentages of subsamples were averaged within a
sample, and significance tests were performed using Prism 5 (version 5.0.4)
software (GraphPad).

Flow cytometry
Tumors were established and mice were treated according to the wellestablished tumor model. Forty-eight hours after treatment completion,
mice were sacrificed, and their tumors and spleens were resected for flow
cytometry. Single-cell suspensions were made by disassociating the tissues
through brass mesh (30 openings/inch) and then 50-mm nylon filters. Cell
counts were determined using a Beckman Coulter cell counter or hemacytometer. About 1 million cells were stained with the following Abs at
4˚C for 30 min: FITC-conjugated anti-mouse NKG2A/C/E (clone 20d5;
eBioscience), PE-conjugated anti-mouse NKG2D (clone CX5; eBioscience), PE-Cy5–conjugated anti-mouse F4/80 (clone BM8; BioLegend),
PerCP-eFluor 710–conjugated anti-mouse F4/80 (clone BM8; eBioscience),
PE-Cy7–conjugated anti-mouse CD4 (clone GK1.5; eBioscience), allophycocyanin-conjugated anti-mouse CD3e (clone 145-2C11; BioLegend),
Alexa Fluor 700-conjugated anti-mouse CD45 (clone 30-F11; BioLegend),
allophycocyanin-eFluor 780–conjugated anti-mouse CD8a (clone 53-6.7;
eBioscience), CD16/32 Fc Block (clone 93; BioLegend), PE-conjugated
goat anti-human IL-2 (clone MQ1-17H12; eBioscience), and PE-conjugated

Statistical methods
One- or two-tailed (if there was no a priori hypothesis) Student t tests under the normality assumption were used to determine significance of differences in antitumor responses (tumor volume, tumor infiltration, tumor
growth inhibition, and delivery and retention of IC) between experimental
and relevant control groups. Survival curves were generated using the
Kaplan–Meier method and statistically compared using the Log-Rank
(Mantel–Cox) proportional hazard test. Data are presented as mean 6
SEM; p values , 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Because of
the exploratory nature of these analyses, multiplicity adjustments were not
made. Graphs were generated and significance tests were performed using
GraphPad Prism 5 (version 5.04) software.

Results
IT-IC treatment results in enhanced inhibition of tumor growth
and augmented survival compared with controls
Using the well-established tumor model, we established the antitumor effects of IT-IC compared with the no-treatment and IT PBS
control groups. IT-IC treatment induced greater inhibition of tumor
growth than did no treatment or IT PBS (Fig. 1A). IT-IC also resulted
in improved survival compared with the controls (Fig. 1B). Although the change in growth induced by IT-IC is seen quickly (48 h
after the last IT-IC treatment) in Fig. 1A, histological evaluation
confirms an immunotherapeutic effect. H&E stains of IT-IC–treated tumors showed increased lymphocyte infiltration, greater cell
death, and increased necrosis compared with no-treatment controls
(Fig. 1C, 1D) and IT PBS controls (data not shown).
Tumors treated with IT-IC are characterized by increased NK
and T cells
Frozen sections of tumors were stained for various cell-specific
surface markers. Fig. 2 shows representative samples of an NXS2
tumor treated with localized IC and stained with an Ab specific for
the CTL marker CD8a. There was a visually striking increase in
the amount of infiltrating CTLs compared with the control tumor
treated with IT PBS (Fig. 2A versus Fig. 2B). Representative
samples of an NXS2 tumor treated with localized IC and stained
with an Ab specific for NKG2A/C/E, a marker of mouse NK cells,
also showed a striking increase in the amount of infiltrating NK
cells compared with tumors treated with IT PBS (Fig. 2C versus Fig.
2D). We developed a histological method to quantify and characterize the augmented TILs seen in these IT-IC–treated tumors.
Digital photographs of these stained sections were taken at low
magnification (310), and quantitative analysis was performed using
ImageJ software. The digital photographs were placed on reproducible grids, and five representative areas of the same size within
each frozen section were used to manually count positive and
negative cells within each subsample. Percentages of subsamples
were averaged within a sample, and significance tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software.
By this method, IT-IC–treated tumors showed higher tumor
leukocyte infiltration compared with the controls. An overall increase in leukocyte infiltration was demonstrated by an increase in
CD45+ cells in the IT-IC–treated tumors (Fig. 2E). These treated
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Tumors were induced according to the well-established tumor model and
then randomized to receive a single treatment of IT-IC (IT injection of 50 mg
IC in 100 ml PBS), i.v.-IC (i.v. injection of 50 mg IC in 100 ml PBS), or
intratumoral huKS–IL-2 (IT-KS) (IT injection of 50 mg huKS–IL-2 in 100 ml
PBS). Mice were sacrificed at various times after treatment, and their
tumors were resected for flow cytometry.

goat anti-human IgG Fcg (cat. 12-4998-82; eBioscience). Cells were washed
and analyzed using the Becton Dickinson LSRII flow cytometer. Analyses of
data were performed using FlowJo software. Fluorochromes Minus Ones
were used to distinguish positively stained populations. Erythrocytes were
subtracted from the denominator to allow analyses to focus only on nucleated cells. Results are reported as the percentage of positive cells or as
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) units. To obtain total live nucleated
cells (TLNCs) or CD45+ cells, we first gated on cells using forward and side
scatter, then on single cells (“singlets”) using forward scatter width, then on
live cells using DAPI, and then on CD45+ cells to get tumor-infiltrating
leukocytes and on CD452 cells to get tumor and stromal cells. TLNCs
were obtained by the addition of DAPI2 CD452 cells and CD45+ cells.
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tumors also had increased numbers of T cells and macrophages, as
shown by increases in CD3+, CD4+, CD8a+ cells and F4/80+ cells,
respectively (Fig. 2E). An increased frequency of cells bearing the
NKG2A receptor was also seen in the IT-IC–treated tumors; these
NKG2A+ cells are presumably licensed NK cells and/or activated
cytotoxic T cells (Fig. 2E) (16, 17). These data were later confirmed by flow cytometry (see below).
T cells and NK cells are involved in the antitumor effects of
IT-IC against local and distant tumors
We wanted to determine whether these TILs were involved in the
observed antitumor effects of IT-IC. In this series of experiments,
tumor-bearing mice were depleted of CD4+/CD8a+ T cells or NK
cells (asialo GM1+) or double depleted of CD4+/CD8a+ T cells
and NK cells. The early established two-tumor mouse model was
used for these depletion studies to evaluate the antitumor effects of
IT-IC on the local primary (injected) and distant secondary (noninjected) tumor. The early established model enables IC treatment
to begin when tumors are smaller, enabling this immunotherapy to
have greater measurable antitumor effects; this is in contrast to the
well-established tumor model (as used in Fig. 1), in which larger
tumors are needed to be able to collect tumor 48 h after treatment
for flow cytometry and histology studies. IT-IC treatment was given
only to the local (primary) tumor, and tumor sizes of both the local
and distant tumors were measured.

FIGURE 2. IT-IC is distinguished by increased TILs. Representative
IHC stains of s.c. NXS2 tumor frozen sections were photographed. Sections were stained with either anti-CD8a (A, B) or anti-NKG2A/C/E (C, D)
Abs. Sections from either IT-IC–treated tumors (A, C) or untreated tumors
(B, D) are shown. Original magnification 340. (E) Quantification of IHC
photographs using the manual counting method. IT-IC–treated (n = 20)
tumors are characterized by higher tumor leukocyte infiltration percentages
(CD45+, CD3+, CD8a+, NKG2A+, F4/80+) than are IT PBS-treated (n =
10) and untreated (n = 15) tumors. Data were obtained from three independent experiments. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ****p , 0.0001.

Fig. 3A shows that IT-IC induced marked inhibition of growth
of the local tumor compared with IT PBS. The antitumor effect of
IT-IC on the local tumor was nearly abrogated by the T cell depletion. In addition, NK cell depletion caused substantial inhibition of the antitumor effects of IT-IC on the local tumor. Thus,
both T and NK cells are involved in the antitumor effects of IT-IC
against the local tumor in this model. Fig. 3B shows that, in the
absence of T or NK depletion, administration of IT-IC to the local
tumor dramatically inhibits the growth of the distant (noninjected)
tumor (compared with the growth of the distant tumor in mice that
received IT PBS). Fig. 3B shows that NK cell depletion, as well as
T cell depletion, causes virtual abrogation of the IT-IC antitumor
effect on the distant tumor, suggesting that local IT-IC treatment
of the primary tumor results in systemic immune activation,
causing antitumor effects at the distant tumor site.
Data show reduced survival of IT-IC–treated mice when either
NK or T cells are depleted (Fig. 3C) in this early established tumor
model. Depletion of T cells or NK cells in IT-IC–treated mice
resulted in no long-term survivors compared with IT-IC–treated
mice without depletion, which had 62.5% (10 of 16) long-term,
tumor-free survivors. These 10 tumor-free mice were rechallenged
by s.c. injection of 2 million NXS2 cells ∼110 d after implantation
of their initial local primary tumor. Ninety percent of the rechallenged mice (9 of 10) rejected the tumor rechallenge and remained
tumor-free. This result suggests that mice rendered tumor-free by
IT-IC treatment developed long-term memory T cell immunity to
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FIGURE 1. IT-IC shows enhanced antitumor effects compared with
control treatments. Tumors were established according to the well-established tumor model. (A) Tumor growth curves of IT-IC–treated (n = 12), IT
PBS-treated (n = 12), and untreated (n = 8) s.c. NXS2 tumor in A/J mice.
Data were obtained from two independent experiments. (B) Kaplan–Meier
survival curves of IT-IC–treated (n = 13), IT PBS-treated (n = 6), and
untreated (n = 5) mice. Data represent three independent experiments. (C)
H&E stain of IT-IC–treated NXS2 tumor 4 d posttreatment initiation.
Original magnification 340. (D) H&E stain of untreated NXS2 tumor.
Original magnification 340.
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NXS2, as shown previously for mice with early tumors made tumor free by the combination of i.v.-IC and IL-2 treatment (18).
IT-IC treatment results in better inhibition of tumor growth and
enhancement of survival compared with i.v.-IC treatment
We hypothesized that local injection of IC will induce better antitumor effects than will systemic injection. Therefore, the antitumor effects of IT-IC were compared with those of i.v.-IC. Mice
bearing a single established s.c. NXS2 tumor were treated with
IT-IC or i.v.-IC beginning on day 0. Inhibition of tumor growth
was more striking in IT-IC–treated mice compared with i.v.-IC–
treated mice (Fig. 4A). IT-IC–treated mice also demonstrated improved survival compared with i.v.-IC–treated mice (Fig. 4B).
IT-IC treatment is characterized by higher percentage of
NKG2A/C/E+ cells and a lower percentage of living tumor
cells in the tumor than seen following i.v.-IC treatment
IT-IC treatment induced greater inhibition of tumor growth compared with i.v.-IC treatment (Fig. 4A). IT-IC also resulted in improved survival compared with i.v.-IC (Fig. 4B). As a result, we
wanted to compare the TILs of IT-IC–treated mice with those of
i.v.-IC–treated mice. Tumors of treated mice (and untreated con-

IT-IC treatment induces a greater increase in NKG2A/C/E+
and NKG2D+ T and NK cells locally than systemically
Our depletion studies showed that both NK cells and T cells are
involved in the antitumor effects of IT-IC (Fig. 3). Similarly, the
IHC and flow cytometry studies showed increases in NK and CD8
cells in IT-IC–treated tumors (Fig. 4C–E). We evaluated the phenotypes of these NK and CD8 cells in TILs and compared them
with NK and CD8 cells found in the spleen. We characterized the
presence of NKG2A/C/E+ cells, shown to be necessary for self recognition (19), within the separate populations of NK cells (NKp46+,
Fig. 5A) and cytotoxic T cells (CD8a+, Fig. 5B). The level of
NKp46+ cells that coexpress NKG2A/C/E in untreated mice was
similar in the tumor and in the spleen (Fig. 5A). Tumors treated
with IT-IC or i.v.-IC had an increase in the proportion of NKp46+
cells that coexpress NKG2A/C/E (Fig. 5A). A statistically sig-
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FIGURE 3. T cell and NK cell depletion reduces IT-IC–induced antitumor effects. Tumors were established according to the early-established
tumor model. Local tumor (A) and distant tumor (B) growth curves of ITIC–treated T cell-depleted mice (:, n = 8), IT-IC–treated NK cell-depleted mice (▼, n = 16), IT-IC–treated mice without depletion (n, n = 16),
and IT PBS-treated mice (d, n = 16) bearing s.c. NXS2 tumors. (C)
Kaplan–Meier survival curves of mice with the early established twotumor NXS2 model, shown in (A) and (B) for groups receiving IT-IC
treatment, with and without NK or T cell depletion. Data were obtained
from two independent experiments. *p , 0.05, ***p , 0.001, ****p ,
0.0001.

trol mice) were harvested 48 h after the last IC treatment, frozen,
sectioned, and histologically stained for various cell-specific surface markers (Fig. 4C) or resected, disaggregated, filtered, and
stained with fluorescent Abs for analysis by flow cytometry (Fig.
4D). The immunohistochemistry (IHC) analyses showed that ITIC and i.v.-IC caused significant increases in NK cells, CD3 cells,
and CD8 cells (Fig. 4C). These increases in NK cells and CD8
cells after IC treatment were confirmed by flow cytometry (Fig.
4D). In addition, the flow cytometry analyses showed that tumors
from IT-IC–treated mice had a higher percentage of NKG2A/C/E+
cells and CD8a+ cells (measured as a percentage of total viable
nucleated cells) compared with tumors from i.v.-IC–treated mice
(Fig. 4D). Tumors from IT-IC–treated mice also had a higher
percentage of F4/80 macrophages compared with untreated mice
(Fig. 4D). This “increase” in the percentage of macrophages is
relative to all other cells in the tumor; because the IT-IC–treated
tumors are smaller than the untreated tumors, the increased percentage of macrophages (relative to TLNCs remaining in the tumor)
likely corresponds to an actual decrease in the actual numbers
of macrophages. This is even more clear when macrophages are
evaluated as a percentage of tumor-infiltrating leukocytes (CD45+
cells) (Fig. 4E). For these calculations in Fig. 4D, erythrocytes
were subtracted from the total viable cells to account for recovered viable nucleated cells. We then analyzed (Fig. 4E) the
presence of these leukocyte populations as a percentage of TILs
(CD45+ cells), rather than as a percentage of total viable nucleated
cells, including tumor cells. IT-IC resulted in a significant decrease in the percentage of CD4+ T cells in the TIL population
compared with i.v.-IC or no treatment. Both i.v.-IC and IT-IC
caused increases in the percentage of NK cells (as detected
by NKp46 and NKG2A/C/E) and CTLs (CD8a+). Both i.v.-IC
and IT-IC treatment resulted in some detectable decreases in the
percentage of macrophages (F4/80+) (Fig. 4E) in these tumors
compared with the percentage of macrophages in the untreated
tumors. This “decrease” in the percentage of macrophages is relative to all leukocytes and reflects the fact that the tumors have
decreased in size with IT-IC treatment and have an increase in the
percentage of CD45+ cells (per total live cells, as seen in Fig. 4D).
The fact that the percentage of macrophages increased less
prominently than did CD8 cells or NK cells relative to TLNCs
(Fig. 4D) explains why the macrophages (as a percentage of
CD45+ cells) decrease in Fig. 4E, whereas the CD8 and NK cells
increase (Fig. 4D) with IT-IC treatment. The percentage of NKG2A/
C/E+ cells was significantly higher for IT-IC than for i.v.-IC (Fig.
4E). These flow cytometry studies also showed that IT-IC–treated
tumors have lower percentages of living tumor cells than do
i.v.-IC–treated tumors (Fig. 4F), consistent with the tumor growth
and survival data summarized above (Fig. 4A, 4B).
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nificant difference was not found in the augmented coexpression
of NKG2A/C/E with IT-IC versus i.v.-IC. A similar effect was
seen in the spleen. IT-IC and i.v.-IC treatment both induced
similar augmented coexpression (over that seen in untreated mice)
of NKG2A/C/E on NKp46+ spleen cells (Fig. 5A); the frequencies
of the NKG2A/C/E phenotype on NKp46+ cells in spleens are
comparable to those seen in TILs. In contrast, when examining
CD8+ cells for coexpression of NKG2A/C/E, the data in Fig. 5B
demonstrate that, even without treatment, the percentage of CD8
cells that coexpress NKG2A/C/E is far greater in the TIL population than in the spleen. In TILs and spleens, both IT-IC and
i.v.-IC treatment induced significant increases in the percentages
of CD8 cells that coexpress NKG2A/C/E over that seen in untreated mice. However, the percentages seen in TILs are 10–15fold greater than those seen in the spleen. We further examined
these NK and CD8 cells that coexpress NKG2A/C/E for the level
of their surface expression of the NKG2D effector receptor (Fig.
5C, 5D). We found that tumors treated with i.v.-IC or IT-IC had
significantly higher expression levels (MFI) of NKG2D+ on
NKp46+ NKG2A/C/E+-coexpressing NK cells than did control
mice (Fig. 5C). In contrast, these increases in NKG2D MFI were
not seen in the comparable populations in the spleen (Fig. 5C).
Similar analyses were done for NKG2D expression on the cells
coexpressing CD8 and NKG2A/C/E (Fig. 5D). As in Fig. 5C, the
MFI of NKG2D in the CD8+ TIL population was augmented by
IT-IC and by i.v.-IC. The level of NKG2D augmentation on these
CD8+ TILs after IC treatment was not statistically significant for
IT versus i.v. delivery (p = 0.107). These MFI levels of NKG2D in

the CD8+/NKG2A/C/E+ TIL populations were significantly higher
than were the MFI levels of NKG2D seen in the comparable splenic
populations (Fig. 5D). We examined expressivity of NKG2D ligands
on NXS2 and found a large increase in RAE-1g expression on tumor
cells obtained from NXS2 cells harvested from tumors growing
in vivo (data not shown).
IT-IC treatment results in augmented delivery and retention of
IC in the tumor compared with i.v.-IC
We next compared the delivery and retention of IC in tumor tissue
following IT-IC and i.v.-IC treatment. Tumors were resected from
i.v.-IC– or IT-IC–treated mice at various time points posttreatment, disaggregated, filtered, and stained with fluorescently labeled anti-human Fcg-chain or anti-human IL-2 (as two separate
ways to detect IC still bound to the NXS2) for analysis by flow
cytometry. To compare the effect of the GD2-specific IC in these
studies to the delivery and retention of a nonspecific immunocytokine that could not bind specifically to the GD2+ NXS2 tumor,
we also evaluated animals that received IT administration of the
KS–IL-2, which consists of IL-2 linked to an mAb that recognizes
the EpCAM and does not recognize GD2 (and, thus, is not able to
specifically recognize the EpCAM2 NXS2 tumor). Because absolute MFI values are not consistent from day to day, data collected in these experiments were normalized to the MFI values for
our negative control, the IT-KS–IL-2 group. By doing this, Fig. 6
shows the fold change of IC present on tumor cells after IT or i.v.
treatment compared with IT-KS–IL-2. IT-IC and i.v.-IC both had
fold changes . 1, indicating that the GD2-specific IC localizes
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FIGURE 4. IT-IC is more effective than i.v.-IC
in slowing tumor growth and prolonging survival.
Tumors were established according to the well-established tumor model. Mice given IT-IC, i.v.-IC,
or no treatment were followed. Tumor growth
curves (n = 30/group, four independent experiments) (A) and Kaplan–Meier survival curves (n =
13/group, three independent experiments) (B) are
plotted. Mice in these treatment groups were also
sacrificed for characterization of the TILs, using
both manual blinded counting of IHC photographs
(n = 15/group, three independent experiments) (C),
as well as flow cytometric analyses (D). (E) Populations of TILs as a percentage of total leukocytes
within a tumor (CD45+). (F) Populations of live
NXS2 tumor cells as a percentage of TLNCs within
a tumor. (D–F: n = 11/group, three independent experiments). *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001,
****p , 0.0001.
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more effectively to the NXS2+ tumor compared with the nonspecific immunocytokine, KS–IL-2; furthermore, because the
NXS2 tumor is GD2+ but does not have IL-2Rs, the specific IC
would be expected to localize better to NXS2 than would the
nonspecific KS–IL-2 or unconjugated free IL-2.
There were ∼65-fold (Fig. 6A) and ∼150-fold (Fig. 6B) increases in the amount of IC detected on tumor cells after treatment
with IT-IC compared with treatment with i.v.-IC when detecting
IC with the anti-Fcg Ab and anti–IL-2 Ab (Fig. 6), respectively, 15
min posttreatment. This indicates that initially after treatment,
local IC administration results in far more IC being present at the
tumor site than does systemic i.v. administration. Fig. 6 shows that
in the 75 h after IT or i.v. injection, the IC level detected in the
tumor (after IT-IC treatment) plateaus between 4 and 6 h, with
lower levels detected at 27 and 75 h. There is substantially more
area under the curve when IC is given IT compared with i.v. At 27
and 75 h posttreatment, there was no difference in tumor IC
concentration between IT- and i.v.-treated mice.
Interestingly, Fig. 6A (Fcg) and Fig. 6B (IL-2) show that IC
administered systemically (i.v.) takes some time to reach the
tumor site. At 15 min and 1 h post–i.v.-IC treatment, the same
amount of IC is present on tumor cells as after the control IT-KS–
IL-2 treatment (MFI ratio = 1). However, there is ∼5-fold increase
and 2-fold increase in IC at the 3.5-h time point (Fig. 6), using
anti-Fcg Ab or anti–IL-2 Ab, respectively. This is followed by an
eventual decrease in IC at 75 h.

Discussion
Data presented in this article help to elucidate possible mechanisms
of enhanced antitumor effects of localized IC therapy and assist in
distinguishing the IT-IC antitumor effect from the i.v.-IC antitumor
effect. In this study, we show that IT-IC treatment induces improved
inhibition of tumor growth and augmented survival compared with
no treatment or treatment with IT PBS. IHC and flow cytometric

analyses show an increased percentage of NK and T cells in IT-IC–
treated tumors. Depletion studies show that T cells and NK cells
are involved in the antitumor effects of IT-IC on directly injected
local tumors and on noninjected distant tumors in those same
animals. Depletion of either immune cell population substantially
attenuates the observed antitumor effects on both the local and
distant tumors. These data suggest that both T cells and NK cells
are necessary for the local and distant antitumor effects observed
under these conditions. Although NK cells may exert a more direct and immediate effect (through Ab-dependent cellular cytotoxicity), and T cells may exert a more delayed effect through an
adaptive immune response, we are not able to clarify these mechanisms from the data presented in this study. Furthermore, other
possible mechanisms include direct induction of tumor apoptosis
or disruption of the tumor microenvironment or tumor vascular
system.
We also show that IT-IC treatment causes better tumor growth
inhibition and survival than does i.v.-IC treatment, which is consistent with flow cytometry analyses demonstrating that IT-IC
results in a lower percentage of living tumors cells compared
with i.v.-IC treatment. Furthermore, flow cytometry analyses show
that IT-IC treatment is characterized by a higher percentage of
NKG2A/C/E+ cells. IT and i.v. treatment with IC increases the
fraction of NK cells and CD8 cells that express NKG2A/C/E,
whereas IT-IC increases expression levels of the NKG2D effector receptor on NK and CD8 cells to a greater degree than does
i.v.-IC. Finally, flow cytometry analyses were used to show that
IT-IC treatment results in augmented delivery and retention of IC
to tumor compared with i.v.-IC treatment.
Although immunocytokines allow the targeting of immunestimulating cytokines directly to the tumor microenvironment,
systemic administration is still limited by dose-limiting toxicities
(7, 9). These dose-limiting toxicities are due to the systemic effects
of the IL-2 component of the immunocytokine (i.e., fever, capillary
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FIGURE 5. Treatment with IC increases NKG2A/
C/E+ NK and T cells in tumor and spleen and increases NKG2D expression within tumors. Flow
cytometric analyses show percentages of NKG2A/
C/E+ cells within the NKp46+ NK cell populations
(A) and the CD8a+ cytotoxic T cell populations (B)
within tumors and spleens. Flow cytometric analyses of NKG2D expression on NKp46+/NKG2A/
C/E+ NK cell populations (C) and the CD8a+/
NKG2A/C/E+ cytotoxic T cell populations (D)
within tumors and spleens. All data represent three
independent experiments (n = 11 mice/group).
*p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001, ****p ,
0.0001.
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leakage, and secondary effects of capillary leakage, such as hypotension) and effects from the mAb component of the immunocytokine; for IC, these include neuropathic pain due to mAb
recognition of selective GD2-expressing peripheral nerves. Finding a strategy of IC administration that maximizes the direct delivery of IC to the tumor site and potentially decreases dose-limiting
systemic toxicities would be clinically beneficial. Using the NXS2
model, we demonstrate a greater antitumor response with localized IC administration compared with an equivalent systemic IC
dose in the treatment of established s.c. tumors. Importantly, IT-IC
treatment increased delivery of IC to the tumor site; substantially
higher levels of IC were found at the tumor site for several hours
following IT-IC compared with i.v.-IC.
IT-IC resulted in complete resolution of both the directly treated
local and noninjected distant tumors in several mice. Several
mechanisms may result in the antitumor effects of both local and
distant tumors: IT-IC may be circulating and having a systemic
effect, IT-IC may be inducing a systemic immune response by the
host’s immune system, or a combination of both. We acknowledge
that our experimental design may play some role in our observation that NK depletion (which begins on day 4, 4 d after implantation of the primary tumor and just prior to implantation of
the secondary tumor) more potently interferes with the IC effects
against the distant tumor than the primary one. We also know from
previous studies that T cells from treated mice can respond to
NXS2 in an Ag-dependent manner (18). Our results indicate that
IT-IC induces a systemic immune response. T cells and NK cells
were required for rejection of both primary and distant tumors,
and 90% of mice that became tumor-free following IT-IC treatment were able to subsequently reject rechallenge with 2 3 106
NXS2 cells.

The IL-2 component of the IC augments the effects of the mAb
and was shown to increase the number and activation state of NK
cells, as well as to stimulate tumor cell killing by Ag-specific
T cells (20). The IL-2 component can stimulate both NK and
T cells via IL-2R, independent of Fc or TCR binding, respectively
(1, 21–23). Using a metastatic model of NXS2 neuroblastoma
metastasizing to bone marrow in A/J mice, i.v.-IC therapy was
previously shown to be exclusively mediated by NK cells (2, 3). In
contrast, our model investigates possible immune effector cells
within well-established s.c. tumors and shows a necessary role for
both NK and T cells in response to localized IT-IC therapy. There
is an increased percentage of NKG2A+ on CD8a+ T cells, as well
as increased NKG2D expression on CD8a+/NKG2A+ T cells in
tumors versus spleens within similarly treated mice (Fig. 5B–D).
This may suggest at least some inherent importance of T cells in
combating tumor cells in this model because NKG2A/C/E+ cells
were shown to be necessary for self recognition (19). Furthermore,
the statistically significant increase in NKG2D expression on NK
cells after IT-IC versus i.v.-IC treatment (Fig. 5C) may reflect a
mechanism that plays some part in the enhanced antitumor effect
of IT versus i.v. IC treatment. In addition, the increased expression
of NKG2D might be considered a marker of activation and suggests that other pathways (not assayed for in this study) might be
further activated by IT-IC compared with i.v.-IC.
Depletion data from a two-tumor model showed that T cells, as
well as NK cells, play a large role in the IT-IC antitumor effect
compared with the previously shown NK-predominant cell-mediated
i.v.-IC antitumor effect (3). Perhaps having substantial IL-2 bound
to the surface of tumor cells after IT-IC treatment (Fig. 6B) is directly
or indirectly responsible for increasing these specific lymphocytes
(NKG2A/C/E+ TIL) or altering their phenotype (increasing expression of NKG2D effector receptor) and enhancing the antitumor effect compared with i.v.-IC treatment. In vitro data suggest
that immunocytokine on tumor cells enables cells with IL-2Rs to
form more activated immune synapses with the tumor cells than
they would using mAb in combination with IL-2 (24, 25). IT–ICtreated mice compared to i.v.–IC-treated mice show a small, but
significant, increase in NKG2D expression on NKp46+/NKG2A+
double-positive cells, as well as a small, but nonsignificant, increase in NKG2D expression on CD8a+/NKG2A+ cells (Fig. 5C,
5D). This may indicate a phenotypic advantage of resulting TILs
when treating with IT-IC. Expression of NKG2D on activated
CD8+ T cells was shown to account for TCR-independent cytotoxicity against malignant cells in vitro (26). Its enhanced expression on CD8+ TILs, but not spleen cells, following i.v. or IT
treatment with IC in our study demonstrates the localized activation of T cells, at the tumor site, induced by IC treatment. We
examined expressivity of NKG2D ligands on NXS2 and found
a large increase in RAE-1g expression ex vivo (data not shown).
Therefore, in addition to being a marker of activation, NKG2D
may play a direct role in the enhanced antitumor effects.
Previous data showed therapeutic and safety benefits of localized
versus systemic immunocytokine therapy in preclinical models
(11–13), as well as localized versus systemic immune therapy in
melanoma patients (14, 15). Our studies confirm and extend this
previous work by evaluating possible underlying mechanisms of
IT administration of IC, as well as showing antitumor efficacy in
an established measureable disease setting in a preclinical model.
IHC infiltration data collected using the quantitative method that
we developed are consistent with infiltration data collected by
flow cytometry. Although the experimental design intended for
each animal within a treatment group to be identical to one another,
there is substantial heterogeneity within treatment groups, which is
the topic of a separate article (R.K. Yang, N.A. Kalogriopoulos,
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FIGURE 6. IT-IC treatment results in augmented IC localization and
increased IC retention compared with i.v.-IC. Tumor-bearing mice given IC
IT or i.v. were sacrificed at various times, and their tumors were disaggregated. (A) Flow cytometric measurements of levels of human IgG Fcg Ab
fragment on NXS2 tumor cells ex vivo at various times posttreatment. (B)
Flow cytometric measurements of levels of human IL-2 on NXS2 tumor
cells ex vivo at various times posttreatment. All MFI values are normalized
to an IT nonspecific control immunocytokine (IT-KS–IL-2). Data represent
three independent experiments with approximately six mice/group/time
point. **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001, ****p , 0.0001.
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